
1) 52% of 450 oz =

24% of 75 in =

5% of 120 cups =

10% of 50 pt  =

35% of 900 tsp = 80% of 70 lb

=95% of 520 yd 

=46% of 50 tbs   

=

68% of 825 gal =

10)

73% of 600 qt

=

3)

5)

9)

7)

2)

4)

6)

8)

Solve each problem.

Customary Units: S6

12) Vivienne buys 10 gallons of double cream for strawberries and cream preparation.

How much double cream was used up, if she used 60% of the total amount bought?

Name :
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11) Layla plans to host a dinner party. She buys a whole New York Striploin that weighs

15 pounds. If 20% of the weight is lost when trimming the fat, how many pounds

did the fat weigh?
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1) 52% of 450 oz =

24% of 75 in =

5% of 120 cups =

10% of 50 pt  =

35% of 900 tsp =

234 oz

18 in 

6 cups

5 pt

315 tsp 80% of 70 lb

=95% of 520 yd 

=46% of 50 tbs   

=

68% of 825 gal =

10)

73% of 600 qt

=

3)

5)

9)

7)

2)

4)

6)

8)

494 yd

23 tbs

561 gal

438 qt

56 lb

Solve each problem.

Customary Units: S6

12) Vivienne buys 10 gallons of double cream for strawberries and cream preparation.

How much double cream was used up, if she used 60% of the total amount bought?

Name :
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Answer key

11) Layla plans to host a dinner party. She buys a whole New York Striploin that weighs

15 pounds. If 20% of the weight is lost when trimming the fat, how many pounds

did the fat weigh?

6 gallons

3 pounds
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